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A1015 Papers of the Stott family relating to Jewish refugees from Germany and Austria

Cecil and Joan Stott took in refugees during World War II.  In particular they provided a home for four
members of the Adler family who were connected to the well-known psychologist Alfred Adler, a
contemporary of Sigmund Freud.

1 File `the Jewish refugees in Letchmore Heath': papers on the pre-
war economic situation; correspondence on behalf of and by
refugees, including with the German Jewish Aid Committee
Immigration Department the Jewish Refugees Committee and other
refugee organisations relating to Sigmund Adler; copy of Das Neue
Tage-Buch; copy of official document for Kurt Fritz Adler; copy
of typescript paper `Suggestions for refugee problems'

1932-45

2 Correspondence on behalf of and by refugees; Christmas cards
produced in aid of the Spanish Medical Aid Committee;
photographs; curriculum vitae

1938-45, 1957

3 Photographs of Adler family members; postcards 1938-83

4 National Gallery concert programmes; Christmas cards produced
in aid of the Spanish Medical Aid Committee; newspaper cuttings

1938-46

5 Typescript paper Aldenham and Letchmore Heath during the war'
by [Judith Graham née Stott]

n.d. [1995]

6 Notebook containing notes on mustard gas and reminiscences on
being released from prison

n.d.

7 Editions 3 and 4 of The Kitchener Camp Review May-Jun 1939

8 Joan Stott's copy of the booklet While you are in England: helpful
information and guidance for every refugee

n.d. [1940s]

9 Air raid precaution memorandums and handbook; copies of
Hansard containing the reports on questions on the aliens
nationalisation act and the admission to Great Britain of distressed
persons; Papers concerning the treatment of German nationals in
Germany

1936-45

10 Pamphlets: "Let my people go": some practical proposals for
dealing with Hitler's massacre of the Jews and an appeal to the
British public by Victor Gollancz; "One of these little ones...": a
plea to parents and others for Europe's children by Vera Brittain;
Peace among the nations: being the testimony of the Society of
Friends on war; The war trade and the Christian conscience; The
problem of Palestine by Maude Royden; Why you should be a
socialist by John Strachey; "Nowhere to lay their heads": the
Jewish tragedy in Europe and its solution by Victor Gollancz;
What Buchenwald really means by Victor Gollancz; The Jewish
question by George Sacks

n.d. [1940s]

11 Pamphlets:A war-less world: an appeal to the Churches of Christ
in all countries; The economics of the refugee problem by Dorothy
Frances Buxton; The religion of the non-religious Jews by
F.R.Bienenfeld; Unemployment: how 100,000 men have been
helped: report of the Friends Allotments Committee, 1932-3; copy

c.1933-61
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of Tricolore, 1944; War in the air? the attitude of the government
by P.J.Noel Baker; If the Kaiser governed Britain: the lesson of
Germany by William Stephen Sanders; Calling all nations by
T.O.Beachcroft; Relief of European starvation: further
development; The word of the Cross; Friends' international service
to-day leaflets on pension allowances

12 Articles; newspaper cuttings; copies of The Tribunal and Reality
and Zions Freund; International Peace campaign newsletter;
cartoons; flyer for a book of folk songs

1918-44

13 Books: Auschwitz nöi Tabor by Lukacs Agnes Rajzai (1946);
Alfred Adler: apostle of freedom by Phyllis Bottome; Evanglisches
feldgesangbuch; address book

1946, n.d.


